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Humans have been measuring 
distances and performing basic forms 
of surveying going all the way back to 
ancient times.
Laser scanners, used to collect data on an 
object or site’s shape, have been around since 
the 1960s, and have been widely used over the 
last three decades thanks to leaps in accuracy 
and speed. For most of the history of this 
technology, terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) have 
dominated the market. These static scanners can 
collect thousands to millions of data points in a 
matter of seconds, but must be moved around 
a site or object in order to accurately capture 
the data to create a usable 3D model through 
multiple stationary scans. Scanning technologies 
have rapidly improved, however, and there are 
now more options than ever for professionals 
to efficiently and effectively complete their 
projects. Increasingly, teams and individuals 
are reaping the benefits of hybrid workflows, 
combining different types of scanning to speed 
up their work and/or complete projects that may 
otherwise not be possible.



Before getting into that newer technology, 
though, it is worth mentioning that traditional, 
static scanning is still certainly a core part of the 
process. For one thing, since this methodology 
is the most well-established on the market 
at this point, the hardware available is often 
relatively affordable and easy to use, eliminating 
some potential barriers that can be in place 
for scanning projects. Additionally, the data 
procured from these scans are highly accurate 
and can provide a strong base for any potential 
3D model. That said, there are still drawbacks 
that are present with this methodology, but 
newer developments in this space can work 
alongside a TLS to fill those gaps.

In this report, we are going to look at a 
handful of those newer technologies and how 
a hybrid workflow including multiple types of 
scanners can produce the best results in the 
most efficient way possible. We will look at the 
benefits of adding and combining things like 
UAV-enabled scanning, mobile mapping, survey 
ground control, and aerial mapping. Remember, 
the key is not picking one as the be-all, end-
all, but rather finding the best combination that 
works for any individual use case.
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Expand Your Reach
One of the most important developments for scanning large 
areas has been the increased ability to equip uncrewed aerial 
vehicles (UAVs) with scanning technology without limiting its 
functionality. Whereas lidar sensors were generally far too 
heavy and bulky to reasonably attach to a UAV in the past, 
the technology has developed to a point where flights can still 
take place with the scanner attached, to say nothing of the 
more accessible price point at which these can be purchased. 
By harnessing the ability of the UAV in concert with the lidar 
scanning payload, a professional can open up the possibilities of 
what types of projects they can complete.

Perhaps the most important value-add that comes from adding 
UAVs into the scanning workflow is the fact that it adds a larger 
scope of possible areas that can be scanned. When using a TLS, 
there has to be a person physically in the space, and they have 
to move throughout the space to change the position of the 
static device and collect data from all available and necessary 
angles. That fact alone takes away the possibility of scanning 
some of the more dangerous and complex terrains and areas, as 
the safety of the professional is always going to be the number 
one priority. However, by sending a UAV equipped with a lidar 
scanner, the safety risk is wiped away. This process can also 
help identify areas where a TLS could be brought in to provide  
a closer, more detailed scan of specific areas.
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2 Increase Speed and Efficiency
One of the bigger drawbacks for using traditional, static 
scanning methods is simply the time it takes to complete 
a project due to having to move the device multiple times 
throughout a site to make sure every angle is captured. And 
of course, there is always the possibility of some area being 
missed, requiring a return to the site for completion. Mobile 
mapping works to solve that problem, and the technology 
has come a long way in recent years in terms of improved 
accuracy. Professionals in every sector are looking for ways 
to more efficiently complete their jobs, and in the world of 
scanning mobile mapping has come far enough to get that done 
compared to a TLS without having to give up much in the way of 
quality.

With mobile mapping scanning devices, rather than having to 
constantly move a static scanner and perform the scans from 
various single positions, a professional can simply walk – or 
attach the mobile mapping device to some sort of vehicle 
– through a site using one of the many mobile mapping 
scanners on the market. The device, sometimes using SLAM 
(simultaneous localization and mapping) technology, will scan 
while in motion and collect data from everywhere the scanner 
is taken. By eliminating the need to constantly move a static 
device, as well as the possibility of forgetting to capture a 
specific angle, the process of completing a full scan can be 
reduced in some cases from a matter of days to a matter of 
hours.

http://www.geoweeknews.com
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Combine Speed and Reach
As we stated at the top of this report, the goal in looking for 
different types of scanning methods is not to find the single 
best tool that can be used for every project, but rather to 
figure out what different methods do best and how each can 
be utilized for specific projects to produce the best and most 
efficient results. Sometimes that may simply be using one, 
others it is a handful in a hybrid workflow. Here, we have a 
couple of relatively new developments in the space with UAVs 
and mobile mapping, which can be used together to complete a 
variety of different types of projects.

By combining these two methodologies, a professional can 
reap the benefits of both the faster speed provided by mobile 
mapping along with being able to scan hard-to-reach places 
thanks to the presence of a UAV. There are a number of 
different scenarios where this combination can be useful, too. 
For example, if surveying a large, outdoor area, there could 
be terrain changes in the middle of the scan. For part of the 
project, the most logical choice for scanner may be to attach 
a mobile mapping device to a vehicle. However, there could be 
a portion where a vehicle won’t be able to safely travel, and 
for that portion a lidar-enabled drone could pick up the slack. 
Similarly, for a scan of a building, the interior could be  
scanned with a wearable or portable mobile mapping device,  
whereas the exterior and roof will be more efficiently and  
safely completed with a UAV. Finding that best mix leads to the  
best results.
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4 Enhance Accuracy at Scale
One of the clear advantages of traditional laser scanning is its 
incredible accuracy. With precisely geo-referenced data and 
dense point clouds, millimeter accuracy is possible in some laser 
scans. However, this accuracy can come with a trade-off: time 
and effort. 

For very large facilities, like warehouses, factory floors or even 
whole neighborhood blocks, the number of scans needed can 
push the time to completion can have huge impacts on project 
timelines. While SLAM scanning and some UAS lidar scanning 
can be used when less accuracy is required, what happens when 
both scale and accuracy become crucial to a project? Without 
precise georeferencing, long mobile scans can still suffer from 
drift - which can mean that walls of a building fall out of parallel 
or don’t match up properly to other scans and areas. The 
solution is survey control, which can be used in combination 
with SLAM scanning to increase accuracy, reduce drift, and 
meet measurable accuracy targets.

By doing initial work setting up control points ahead of a scan 
with a mobile scanner, the resulting SLAM scans will be easier  
to align, and will be grounded in real-world locations. 

http://www.geoweeknews.com
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Control points are used to georeference point clouds, and can 
be a crucial step in helping to position overlapping surveys from 
SLAM scanners, UAS or other inputs together into one model. 
Usually these control points are set with an external reference, 
which remains stationary during all scans, and can be used as 
the anchor for positioning scans when bringing them together 
in software applications after the scan. When the scan is 
completed, scans are adjusted and rotated to line up the control 
points, which is then applied to the point cloud data.

Put Assets in Context
While a traditional, static scanner like a TLS or total station 
can provide detailed data at a close level, there are certainly 
times when it makes sense to also add in a broader view. This 
can be accomplished by bringing in data from aerial mapping, 
or remote sensing. Aerial mapping utilizes photographs or lidar 
scans taken from well above the Earth’s surface, either from 
an airplane or a satellite, taken at a straight-down angle. The 
data is generally not as detailed as what a TLS or other scanner 
working more closely with its subject can produce, but the high-
level data can still be plenty useful on a broad scale, and thanks 
to companies like Hexagon is more widely available than in the 
past.
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There are a variety of use cases for this kind of data that can 
be found in both the private and public sectors, especially in 
combination with laser scanning to get more detailed views. 
For example, a telecom company needing to find a place 
for a new antenna could benefit from that broader view of a 
municipality. Likewise, an insurance adjuster can get up-to-
date aerial mapping data to inspect a potentially damaged 
rooftop rather than sending a person to inspect it with the risk 
of getting injured. And on the public side, a city government 
utilizing remote sensing data from satellites can be used, among 
other things, to track damage from a natural disaster, with UAVs 
potentially being used from there once specific target areas 
have been spotted from the broader dataset.

Powerline Surveying using Mobile 
Mapping and UAV-based LiDAR

Routescene customer Rekon Solutions, a 
professional lidar drone service provider, 
undertook a powerline survey to provide 
an up-to-date view of existing power lines 
before upgrading out-of-date copper 
distribution lines in a Canadian town. They 
were able to complete the complex project 
by combining both vehicle-based lidar 
mapping system and UAV-based lidar. The 
data was used to create a 3D digital view 
of the roads and Fortis assets to enable 
detailed planning of the works and materials 
needed.

Read More

Mobile lidar scanners used for Boston 
City Hall renovations

GeoSLAM technology was chosen by 
BIMstream to map Boston City Hall, in 
support of the new plaza and entrance 
renovations. Spanning 17 acres and housing 
multiple individual rooms, as well as a busy 
plaza, the scanning could have taken several 
months. Using GeoSLAM’s ZEB Horizon to 
scan the Main Hall and the ZEB Revo RT to 
map the building’s vast interior, and a static 
scanner as support, 850,000 square feet 
was captured in just a few days.

Read More 

Hybrid Workflows In Action
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